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Duality and Equivalencies in Closed Tandem Queueing Networks

Abstract

Equivalence relations between closed tandem queueing networks are established.
Four types of models are under consideration: single-server infinite-capacity buffer
queues, infinite-server queues with resequencing, single-server unit-capacity buffer
queues with blocking before service, and single-server unit-capacity buffer queues

with blocking after service. Using a customer/server duality we show that in a net

work consisting of single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues, customer-dependent
service times and server-dependent service times yield equivalent performance char
acteristics. We further show that for closed tandem queueing networks, a sys
tem consisting of single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues (resp. infinite-server

queues with resequencing) and a system consisting of single-serverunit-capacity

buffer queues with blocking before service (resp. blocking after service) have equiv
alent performance behaviors. As applications of these equivalence properties, we
obtain new results on the analysis of symmetric closed tandem networks, where all
the service times are independent and identically distributed random variables. In
particular, we obtain a closed-form expression for the throughput of networks with
unit-capacity-buffer queues and blocking before service when the service times are

exponentially distributed. We also prove the monotonicity of throughput (of queues)

with respect to the number of queues and number of customers in these models. This
last property in turn implies the existence of nonzero asymptotic throughput when
the number of queues and number of customers go to infinity.

Keywords: Equivalence, customer/server duality, closed tandem queueing net

work, infinite server with resequencing, queues with blocking, customer-dependent
service, symmetric queueing network.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we establish equivalence relations between closed tandem queueing networks.
We consider four types of models: single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues, infinite-server
queues with resequencing, single-server unit-capacity-buffer queues with blocking before service,
and single-server unit-capacity-buffer queues with blocking after service.

Using a customer/server duality we show that in a closed tandem network consisting of single
server infinite-capacity-buffer queues, the case when service times are associated with customers,
i.e. customer-dependent service, and the case when service times are associated with servers,
i.e. server-dependent service, yield equivalent performance characteristics. This property allows
one to analyze systems with customer-dependent service times from known results on systems
with server-dependent service times.

We further show that for closed tandem queueing networks with customer-dependent service,
a system consisting of single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues (resp. infinite-server queues

with resequencing) and a system consisting of single-server unit-capacity-buffer queues with

blocking before service (resp. blocking after service) have equivalent performance behaviors.
Since exact analysis and bounds are sometimes easier to obtain in one model than in another
model, these equivalences allow us to analyze one system via the other one.

We then apply all these equivalence relations to symmetric closed tandem networks, where
all the service times are independent and identically distributed random variables. We obtain
various new performance analysis results. In particular, we obtain a closed-form expression for
the throughput of networks with unit-capacity-buffer queues and blocking before service when
the service times are exponentially distributed. We show the monotonicity of throughput (of

queues) with respect to the number of queues and number of customers in these models. This
last property in turn implies the existence of nonzero asymptotic throughput when the number of
queues and number of customers go to infinity. We also prove that in a network with single-server
infinite-capacity-buffer queues, the stationary cycle time distribution and the total throughput
of the network are symmetric in the number of queues and the number of customers. Moreover,
for any fixed sum of these two numbers, if the service times have a PERT type distribution (d.
Baccelli and Liu [6]), the total throughput of the network is concave in these numbers and is
maximized when their absolute difference is smaller than or equal to 1.

The idea of interchanging the role between customers and servers was introduced before in
Rego and Szpankowski [18] and Weber [21]. In [18], this idea was used to study polling systems

with unit-capacity buffers by looking at a dual closed queueing network. Whereas in [21], this
idea was used to show that the makespan is independent of the order of the queues in an open
tandem network. We will remark that the customer/server duality is somewhat related to the

customer/hole duality concept which was first introduced in Gordon and Newell [14] for closed

tandem queues with finite-capacity buffers, and used thereafter by Akyildiz [1], Ammar and

Gershwin [2] and Dallery, Liu and Towsley [11], etc., in related models.
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The monotonicity of throughput (of queues) with respect to the number of queues and

number of customers in these models are related to (and some of them are derived from) the

monotonicity properties established by Baccelli and Liu [6]. Our proof of the existence of nonzero

asymptotic throughput uses the large deviation bound of Baccelli and Konstantopoulos [3]. The

symmetry of the stationary cycle time distribution with respect to the number of queues and
the number of customers in a network with single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues was first

proved by Schassberger and Daduna [19] for exponential service times (they in fact obtained a

closed form expression which is an Erlang distribution). The concavity result comes from our

equivalence result and a concavity property in [6].

All models considered in this paper can be represented by stochastic strongly connected

marked graphs (see Appendix A which illustrates how this can be done). The reader is referred

to Baccelli, Cohen, Glsder and Quadrat [4] for the recent development on marked graphs. For

networks with blocking, the reader is referred to Onvural [16] for a survey and Perros [17] for a

bibliography. The model with resequencing buffers is an example of synchronization constraints.
For an overview of results on queueing models for systems with synchronization constraints we

refer to Baccelli and Makowski [7].

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe in detail the models

and notation used in the paper. In Section 3, we present the customer/server duality and estab

lish equivalence relations between different models. In Section 4, we apply these properties to
symmetric queueing models in order to obtain new quantitative and qualitative results. Finally,
in Section 5, we provide further applications of our equivalence properties and extensions.

2 Models and Notation

In this paper, we consider closed tandem queueing networks where a number of customers, say

M, pass a number of service stations, say N, in a cyclic order. In a closed tandem network with
N stations and M customers, the stations are labeled 1,2"", N, and the customers are labeled

1,2" ··,M. The topology of the system (Le. the order in which the stations are ordered) is

described by the flow (nl - n2 -'" - nN - nd, where nj E {1,2, .. ·,N}, 1 ~ j ~ N.

The following closed tandem queueing network models will be analyzed in the paper.

Modell: Single-server queues with infinite-capacity buffers.

In each station there is one single server and a buffer of infinite size, Le. at least M. At

each station, the customers are served in first come first serve (FCFS) order.

Model 2 : Infinite-server queues with resequencing.

Without loss of generality, the customers are labeled in the reverse direction of the network

flow, i.e., for all 2 ~ i ~ M, customer i is initially either in the same station as i-I or in
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Figure 1: Model 1: single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues.

an upstream station of that of i - 1. In each station there are infinitely many (i.e. at least

M) servers. After the n-th service completion, a customer, say i, 1 :5 i:5 M, can leave the
station if and only if customers 1"", i-I have left the same station for the n-th time,
and customers i +1"", M have left the same station for the n - I-st time, n ~ 1. In this
way, customers do not overtake each other.

Figure 2: Model 2: infinite-server queues with resequencing.

Model 3 : Single-server queues with unit-capacity buffers and blocking before service.

In each station there is one single server and a waiting buffer of size 1. By convention,
we assume that the servers have no buffer, i.e., the customer in service remains in the
waiting buffer. Thus, N > M. The blocking mechanism is the so-called blocking before
service (or communication blocking): a customer starts service at a station only when the
downstream station is empty.

4 ()--{i] 0-0 ()----U Q---GJ 0-00-0

Figure 3: Models 3 and 4: single-server queues with unit-capacity buffers.
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Model 4 : Single-server queues with unit-capacity buffers and blocking after service.

The model is similar to the previous one. In each station there is one single server and a
waiting buffer of size 1. Again, the servers are assumed to have no buffer. Thus, N > M.
The blocking mechanism is the so-called blocking after service (or manufacturing blocking):
a customer starts service at a station as soon as it enters the station. At the completion
of its service, it leaves the station only when the downstream station becomes empty. The
server is blocked during the time interval between a service completion and the departure
of the corresponding customer from the station.

All these models can be represented by stochastic (strongly connected) marked graphs (see

Appendix A which illustrates how this can be done). Therefore, the results established in Baccelli

and Liu [5] concerning the existence and the uniqueness of the throughput and stationary cycle

times are readily applicable to our systems (see below). Moreover, the stochastic monotonicity

and concavity properties obtained by Baccelli and Liu [6] and the large deviation bounds derived

in Baccelli and Konstantopoulos [3] will be applied to our systems together with the equiva

lence properties established in the current paper to prove the existence of nonzero asymptotic
throughput.

Let O'~.k be the service duration of the k-th service initiated at station n, 1 :::; n :::; N, k 2:: 1.

Let O'~ k be the service duration of the k-th service of customer m, 1 :::; m :::; M, k 2:: 1. The,
system will be said to have server-dependent service if the service times are specified by the

sequences {O'~.kH~=l' 1 :::; n :::; N, and to have customer-dependent service if the service times

are specified by the sequences {O'~ k}~l' 1:::; m:::; M.,

In this paper, the network will be called symmetric if all the service times are independent and

identically distributed (LLd.) with the same (cumulated) distribution function. In a symmetric

system there is no distinction between server-dependent and customer-dependent services.

In general, in a system with server-dependent service, the identity of the customers is not
important. The topology of the system determines its performance characteristics. However,
in a system with customer-dependent service, its performance characteristics are determined by
the manner in which the customers are ordered and are spaced among them.

Therefore, for the models 1 and 2, i.e. closed tandem queueing networks with infinite

capacity-buffer queues, the state of the system (nI ~ n2 ~ '" ~ nN ~ nI) at time t 2:: 0,

referred to as St, will be represented by the following vector:

where qn is the number of customers in station n (including those in service, if any), and mn,tI is

the identity of the v-th customer in station n according to FCFS order, 1 :::; n:::; N, 1 :::; v :::; qn'

Note that in the above representation, the negative integers represent the stations and the
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positive integers the customers. For example, the state of the systems in Figure 1 and 2 is given

by (4,3,-1,2,1,-2,-3).

By convention, we will assume that any rotational shift of the state yields an equivalent
representation. For example, the state

is considered the same as that of (2.1).

The state representation is said to be in canonical form if it is in the form of (2.1) and if
nN =N. Note that the canonical representation of a state is unique.

Two state representations Sand S' are said to be equivalent, denoted by S == S', if they can

be obtained one from the other by rotational shifts. In other words, S == S' if Sand S' have the
same canonical representation.

For the models 3 and 4, Le. closed tandem queueing networks with single-server unit
capacity-buffer queues, since there is at most one customer at a station, the state of the system
at time t ~ 0, referred to as St, will be represented by the following canonical form:

(2.2)

where nN = N, and m n is the identity of the customer at station n if any, and m n = °otherwise.
For example, the state of the system in Figure 3 is given by (4,3,0,2,1,0,0).

Let B~.k (resp. C~.k) be the time epoch when the k-th service is initiated (resp. completed)

at station n, 1 $ n $ N, k ~ 1. Let B~ k (resp. C~ k) be the time epoch when customer m, ,
starts (resp. completes) its k-th service, 1 $ m $ M, k ~ 1.

(2.3)1 $ n $ N.a.s.,

In closed tandem networks, the throughputs (defined as the number of service completions

per unit of time) of the different stations are identical. Let (J denote the throughput of a station,
and 0 the throughput of the network. Assume that the service times are integrable and that

the sequence {O':,k' 1 $ n $ N}~l or the sequence {O'~,k' 1 $ m $ M}~l is stationary and

ergodic. It was shown in Baccelli and Liu [5] that

(J = lim ~ = lim k ,
k-oo C~ k k-oo E[C~ k]. .

where a.s. denotes "almost surely". Similarly,

(J li k li k= m -- = m , a.s.
k-oo C~.k k-oo E[C~.k]

1 $ m $ M. (2.4)

Throughout this paper we assume that these limits exist. It is clear that for a network of N
stations,

0= N· (J. (2.5)
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The cycle time in the network, defined from the viewpoint of a customer, is the sum of the
successive sojourn times of a tagged customer at stations nl, n2, .• " nN. It can also be defined
from the viewpoint of a station, i.e. the time between two successive departures of a tagged
customer from a certain station. Conditions under which the cycle times converge to stationary
random variables were obtained in [5]. In particular, if, in addition to the stationary and ergodic

assumption on the service times, there is a station n such that its service times {O'~,k}kc;l have

infinite support and are independent of the other ones, then the cycle times converge (in coupling

or in total variation) to unique stationary random variables. Throughout this paper, we will

assume that the stationary cycle times exist, and are denoted by </>~ (resp. </>':n) for station n

(resp. customer m). For models 1 and 3, they are defined by

</>~
d

lim (C~ k+N - C~ k),
k-+oo' ,

</>':n
d

lim (C~ k+M - C~ k),=
k--+oo' t

whereas for models 2 and 4,

</>~
d

lim (B~ k+N - B~ k),
k-+oo' ,

</>':n
d

lim (B~ k+M - B~ k),=
k--+oo' ,

where 4: denotes equality in distribution.

1 ~ n ~ N,

1 ~ m ~ M,

1 $ n ~ N,

1 ~ m ~ M,

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

In a symmetric system there is no distinction between the servers and between the customers.
We will thus use </> to denote the stationary cycle time.

It is easily seen that the first moments of these cycle times are the same in the same network.

Let E[</>] denote this mean cycle time. We have

M
() = E[</>]' and

MN
o = E[</>]" (2.10)

In the sequel, whenever necessary, a supper index i, i = 1,2,3,4, will be used in the above
notation and quantities to indicate the type of models of the network. They will also be param
eterized by the number of stations and the number of customers in the system. For instance,

Nl(N, M) denotes a model-l network with N single-server infinite-capacity-buffer queues and

M customers. The symbol C~'l(N, M) denotes the k-th service completion time at queue n in.
such a network.
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3 Duality and Equivalences

3.1 Customer/Server Duality and Equivalence between Server-Dependent
Service and Customer-Dependent Service

We first consider queueing networks of modell, Le. single-server queues with infinite-capacity
buffers. We will show that in a certain sense, server-dependent service and customer-dependent
service are equivalent. In order to do that, we introduce the notion of customer/server duality.

Let N be a network of N stations and M customers, with topology (N -+ N - 1 -+ .,. -+

1 -+ N), and the initial state So

So = (q~ + +qN, "', q~ + +qN -1 + 1, - N,

q~ + +qN-1' "', q~ + +qN-2 +1, -N + 1,

where q~ is the initial number of customers in station n, 1 $ n $ N.

1, -1), (3.1)

Let N be the customer/server dual (or simply, dual) of N. The dual network N of N is
obtained from N in the following way:

• reverse the flow of N;

• replace customer i of N by station i;

• replace station i of N by customer i.

The resulting network N, viz., the dual of N, has M stations and N customers. The customers

of XI in between two stations are considered as the customers of the downstream station (in the

direction of flow of N). Thus, the topology of N is (1 -+ 2 -+ ... -+ M -+ 1), and the initial

state of N is obtained by reverving the string of So and changing the signs of its components:

So = (1, -1, "', -q~, ''', N -1, -q~ - ... - qN-2 -1,

N, -q~_ .. ·-qN-1-1, o 0 )-q1 - ... - qN . (3.2)

Such a dual transformation is illustrated in Figure 4, where the white circles represent
stations and the black ones the customers. In the example, N = 3, M = 4. The initial state
of the original system is (-3,4,3, -2,2,1, -1), whereas the initial state of the dual system is

(1, -1, -2,2, -3, -4,3).

In the sequel, the variables associated with the dual network N will be denoted by the

symbol tilde" " For instance, u~,k is the service duration of the k-th service of customer m
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Customer/server dual. (a) Original network. (b) Dual network.

in the dual network N. The operator "R" denotes the reversion of a string, and the operator
"-" changes the sign of the components in a string. For instance,

(1, -1, -2,2, -3, -4,3) = -R( -3,4,3, -2,2,1, -1).

We are now in a position to prove the following equivalence relations between server-dependent
service and customer-dependent service in closed tandem queueing networks with single server
and infinite-capacity buffers.

Theorem 3.1 Let N be a model-l network with N stations and M customers, and N be its

(customer/server) dual.

• If for alII ~ n ~ N, and all k ~ 1, (7~,k = a-~,k' then

St - -R(St), t ~ 0, (3.3)

B~,k = B~k' 1 ~ n ~ N, k ~ 1, (3.4),

C~,k = C~kl 1 ~ n ~ N, k ~ 1. (3.5),

• Iffor alII ~ m ~ M, and all k ~ 1, (7~k = a-:nk' then, ,

St - -R(St), t ~ 0, (3.6)

B~k = B:n k' 1 ~ m ~ M, k ~ 1, (3.7). ,

C~k = C:n k, 1 ~ m ~ M, k ~ 1. (3.8), ,
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Proof. The assertions are shown by induction on the event (i.e. service commencement or

completion) epochs 0 = tl < t2 < ... < tk < .... We only consider the relations (3.3-3.5). The
proof of the others is analogous.

For tl =0, it is readily checked from the definition of the customer/server dual network,

So == -R(So).

Assume there is some integer v ~ 1 such that relation (3.3) holds for all 0 $ t $ tv, and relation

(3.4) holds for all n, k such that B~,k < tv'

In N (resp. N), a server, say n, can start its k-th service by time tv if and only if the

number, say m, on the left of -n in Stv (resp. StJ (or one of its equivalent representations) is

positive (representing the first customer to be served or being served). Since N is obtained by
reversing the flow of N and by interchanging the servers and the customers in N, the inductive

assumption Stv == -R(Stv ) implies that customer m can start service at station n in N at time

tv if and only if customer n can start service at station m in N at time tv' Thus, relation
(3.4) holds for all n, k such that B~,k $ tv. This in turn implies that relation (3.3) holds for all

tv $ t $ t V+ll as for all 1 $ n $ N, and all k ~ 1, un
s k = q~ k', ,

Therefore, by induction, (3.3) holds for all t ~ 0, and (3.4) holds for all 1 $ n $ N and all
k ~ 1. Relation (3.5) is a consequence of (3.4). •

Corollary 3.1 Let N be a model-1 network with N stations and M customers, and N be its
(customer/server) dual. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 3.1,

1 $ n $ N, 1 $ m $ M, (3.9)

and

N . e=e =0 =M . e. (3.10)

Proof. The cycle time in the original network defined from the viewpoint of customer m, i.e.

C~.k+M - C~,k (resp. from the viewpoint of station n, i.e. C~,k+N - C~,k) corresponds to the

cycle time in the dual network defined from the viewpoint of station m, i.e. C:n,k+M - C:n,k

(resp. from the viewpoint of customer n, i.e. C~,k+N -C~,k)' Relation (3.9) now follows from the

facts that these transient cycle times (i.e. differences of service completion times) are identical

according to Theorem 3.1, and that they converge to unique stationary random variables (cf.

[5]).
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Due to Theorem 3.1, at any time, the number of service completions in N and in N are the

same. Thus, relation (3.10) holds. •

The customer/server duality concept enables us to analyze queueing models in which service
times are related to customers instead of to queues. To illustrate this fact we present the
following result.

Theorem 3.2 Let N be a model-l network with N queues and M customers. Assume that
the service times that customer i demands at the different queues are i.i.d. with exponential
distribution with parameter ILi, i = 1, ... , M. Assume further that all service times are mutu
ally independent. Then, the steady-state cycle times of the different customers have the same
distribution, whose Laplace-Stieltjes transform is given by

where

and

M ( JL" )ii+I
f(s) = L pU},· .. ,jM) II -.-'- ,

(i!,. ..,iM)EZ(M,N-1) i=l IL, + s

Z(M,N -1) = {U1, ... ,jM) :ji ~ O,'fji = N -I}
,=1

M ( M )-1(. .) - II -i; "" II -iiP J}, ... , JM - J.li L..J ILi
i=l (iI, ...•iM)EZ(M,N-1)i=1

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Proof. The result comes from relation (3.9) and the results of Schassberger and Daduna [19].•

Note that in Theorem 3.2, the cycle time is independent of the order in which the customers
are served in a particular station (or the initial arrangement of the customers in the network).

However, as remarked in Boxma [8], in a general model-l network with server-dependent service,
the cycle time distribution depends on the order in which the queues are visited unless all service
times are exponential. Thus, in a general model-l network with customer-dependent service, the
cycle time distribution depends on the order in which the customers are served in a particular
station.

3.2 Equivalences between a Model without Blocking and a Model with Block-.
mg

We now establish some equivalence relations between networks with infinite-capacity buffers and
those with unit-capacity buffers. Roughly speaking, the results below indicate that in a model-l
(resp. model-2) network, if the customers as well as the stations are replaced by single-server
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unit-capacity-buffer queues (see Figure 3 where the network corresponds to such a transformation

from the networks in Figures 1 and 2), then the resulting model-3 (resp. model-4) network has
equivalent performance characteristics.

Throughout this subsection, we will consider networks with customer-dependent service. In
such a case, the identities of the servers have no importance. Hence, for networks of models 3
and 4, we will use the following form of state representation (cf. (2.2))

where mn is the identity of the customer at a station if any, and mn = °otherwise. It is assumed
that mn+l (resp. mn-d is the customer (if any) at the downstream (resp. upstream) station
of customer m n • Note that the additions and subtractions on indices should be understood as
modulo N, Le., mN+I denotes ml and ma denotes mN.

We will use the symbol "T" to denote the operator that changes the negative components
in a string to zero. For instance,

T(l, -1, -2,2, -3, -4, 3) = (1,0,0,2,0,0,3).

Theorem 3.3 Let NI(N, M) be a model-l network with N stations and M customers, and

Af3(N +M,M) a model-3 network with N +M stations and M customers. IfT(SJ(N,M)) ==

S3(N +M,M), and if for all 1 S m S M and all k ~ 1, (7~\(N,M) = (7~\(N +M,M), then

T(Si(N,M)) - St(N +M,M), t ~ 0, (3.14)

Bc,l (N M) = B~3k(N +M,M), 1 S m S M, k ~ 1, (3.15)m,k , ,

Cc,l (N M) = C~~k(N +M, M), 1 S m S M, k ~ 1. (3.16)m,k ,

Proof. Note first that both SI(N, M) and Sr(N +M, M) have N +M components.

The assertions are shown by induction on the event (Le. service commencement or comple

tion) epochs °= tl < t2 < ... < tk < .. '.

For tl = 0, (3.14) trivially holds. Assume there is some integer v ~ 1 such that relation

(3.14) holds for all 0 S t S tv, and relation (3.15) holds for all m, k such that B~\(N,M) < tv.

In NI(N, M) (resp. Af3(N+M, M)), a customer, say m, can start its k-th service by time tv

if and only if the number, say n, on the right of min Slu(N, M) (resp. Sfu(N +M, M)) (or one

of its equivalent representations) is negative (resp. zero). In such a case, for NI(N, M), -n is

the server on which customer m can start service, whereas for Af3(N +M, M), n =0 means that
the downstream queue of the station where customer m is located is empty so that customer
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m can start service (recall that the blocking mechanism in J.!3(N + M, M) is blocking before

service). Therefore, the inductive assumption T(SlJN, M)) == Srv(N + M, M) implies that

customer m can start service in ,Nl(N, M) at time tv if and only if customer m can start service

in J.!3(N +M, M) at time tv' Thus, relation (3.15) holds for all m, k such that B~\(N,M) :$ tv'

This in turn implies that relation (3.14) holds for all tv :$ t :$ tV+l, as for all 1 :$ m:$ M, and

all k ~ 1, O"~~k(N, M) = O"~~k(N +M, M).

Therefore, by induction, (3.14) holds for all t ~ 0, and (3.15) holds for all 1 :$ n :$ Nand

all k ~ 1. Relation (3.16) is a consequence of (3.15). •

Corollary 3.2 Let ,Nl(N, M) be a model-l network with N stations and M customers, and

J.!3(N + M,M) a model-3 network with N + M stations and M customers. IfT(S6(N,M)) ==

S3(N +M, M), and if for all 1 :$ m :$ M and all k ~ 1, O"~\(N, M) = O"~~k(N + M, M), then

N . (P(N, M) =0 1(N, M) =0 3(N + M, M) = (N + M) . (P(N +M, M). (3.17)

Combining the above equivalence properties (Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.2) and the duality

properties (Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1), we can analyze model-3 networks with customer
dependent service by analyzing model-1 networks with server-dependent service. In particular,
when the service times are exponential, we obtain product-form solutions, as is illustrated in
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 Let ,N3(N, M) be a model-3 network with N queues and M customers, N > M.
Assume that the service times are mutually independent, and that the service times of customer i
are i. i. d. with exponential distribution of parameter J-Li, 1 :$ i :$ M. Then the network throughput

of ,N3(N, M) is given by

(3.18)

where GM(J() is the normalizing constant of the product-form solution of the model-l network
with M stations and J( customers and server-dependent exponential service times:

GM(J() = L
nl +... + nM = J(;

n},·· ',nM ~ 0

(
M 1)II--n;-·
i=l J-Li

(3.19)

Proof. Let ,Nl(N - M, M) be a model-1 network with M customers and N - M single-server

infinite-capacity-buffer queues. Assume that the service times in ,Nl(N - M, M) are mutually
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independent, and that the service times of customer i are LLd. with exponential distribution with

parameter Iti, 1 :5 i :5 M. Let JJi(M, N - M) be the dual of ,Nl(N - M, M), with M stations
-and N - M customers. Then the service times in Nl(M, N - M) are mutually independent, and

the service times of station i are LLd. with exponential distribution of parameter Iti, 1 :5 i:5 M.

By coupling the service times in these networks (see the proof of Theorem 4.1 below), we
obtain from Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 that the network throughputs of these systems are identical:

0 3(N, M) =0 1(N - M, M) =0 1(M, N - M).

Since Nl(M, N - M) has a product-form solution, we obtain (see e.g. Gelenbe and Mitrani [13,

p. 103]) for the throughput of a station of Nl(M, N - M),

()1(M N _ M) = GM(N - M - 1)
, GM(N - M) .

Thus

o = 0 1(M N _ M) = M. GM(N - M - 1)
, GM(N - M) .

•
Note that the computation of the normalizing constant GM(K) can be carried out efficiently

in OeMK) steps (see Buzen [9]).

Similar to the equivalence between model-1 and model-3 networks, the model-2 (infinite

servers with resequencing) and model-4 (unit-capacity buffers with blocking after service) net
works are equivalent:

Theorem 3.5 Let N2(N, M) be a model-2 network with N stations and M customers, and

N4(N + M,M) a model-4 network with N +M stations and M customers. IfT(S5(N,M)) ==

S~(N + M, M), and if for all 1 :5 m :5 M and all k ? 1, ()"~~k(N, M) = ()"~\(N + M, M), then

T(S;(N,M)) - St(N +M,M), t? 0, (3.20)

Bc,2 (N M) = B~\(N +M,M), 1:5 m:5 M, k? 1, (3.21)m,k ,

Cc,2 (N M) = C~\(N + M,M), 1:5 m:5 M, k? 1. (3.22)m,k , ,

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3, and is carried out by induction on the event

(Le. service commencement or completion) epochs. Note that in N2(N, M) and N4(N +M, M),
a departure time of a customer coincides with the service commencement time of the customer in

the downstream station. Note also that in N2(N, M) and N4(N +M, M), the k-th departure of
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a customer, say m, occurs only after its service completion and the k-th departures of customers
1, .. " m - 1. The detailed proof is left to the interested reader. •

Corollary 3.3 Let N2(N, M) be a model-2 network with N stations and M customers, and

N4(N +M,M) a model-,.f network with N +M stations and M customers. IfT(S'5(N,M)) ==

Sti(N +M, M), and if for all 1 ~ m ~ M and all k ~ 1, (J~\(N, M) = (J~4k(N + M, M), then. .
N . (P(N, M) =a2(N, M) =a4(N +M, M) =(N +M) . (}4(N +M, M). (3.23)

Using the above equivalence properties, we can easily prove the following bounds on the
throughput of model-4 networks.

Theorem 3.6 Let N be a model-,.f network with M customers and N single-server unit-capacity

buffer queues, N > M. Assume that the sequences of service times {(J~.klkC::1 , 1 ~ m ~ M, are

mutually independent and are stationary and ergodic. Then,

(3.24)

Proof. Let N' be a model-2 network with M customers and N - M infinite-server queues

with resequencing. The sequences of service times in N' are coupled with those of N in the

sense that (J~.k is also the service time of the k-th service of customer min N'. It then follows

from Corollary 3.3 that Nand N' have the same network throughput:

a = a'. (3.25)

Let Nt and N~ be two model-2 networks having the same topology and the same service

times as those ofN'. They differ from N' only in that the resequencing mechanism is relaxed and

enhanced, respectively. In N{, there is no resequencing, whereas in N2, the customer departures

from any station are synchronized: a customer can leave station n for the k-th time only when

all the customers have completed the k-th service at station n. It is easily seen (cf. Baccelli

and Liu [6]) that N{ has a larger network throughput and N2has a smaller network throughput

than N':
a' < a' < a'.2 - - 1 (3.26)

Moreover, in Nt, the customers are always in service, so that a~ is the sum of the number

of service completions of each customer per unit of time. Hence,

(3.27)
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In N~, however, the customer arrivals to (as well as the departures from) any station are syn

chronized, so that the mean cycle time E[c/>~] is

E[c/>~] = E [Nt max O'~ k] = (N - M)E [ max O'~ 1] .
k=l l~m~M • l~m~M •

Thus,

0~ = M(N - M) = M .
E[c/>~] E [max1~m~M O'~.lr

Combining relations (3.25-3.28) yields the desired result.

4 Applications to Symmetric Networks

(3.28)

•

In this section, we present the applications of the above duality and equivalence properties
to symmetric networks, Le. networks where all the service times are LLd. with the same
distribution function. In such networks, there is no distinction between server-dependent and
customer-dependent services. We are interested in performance measures such as throughput
and cycle time in these networks.

4.1 Symmetry, Monotonicity and Concavity Properties

Theorem 4.1 Let N be a symmetric model-l network with N stations and M customers. Then
the distribution of the stationary cycle time and the network throughput are symmetric in M
and N.

Proof. Let N be the dual of N with LLd. service times. Assume that the distribution

functions of the service times in N and N are the same. We can thus couple the service times

of Nand N in such a way that for all 1 ~ n ~ N, and all k ~ 1, O'~.k = q~.k' (Note that more

precisely, we should say that there exists a probability space such that for all 1 ~ n ~ N, and

all k ~ 1, O'~.k = q~.k a.s.) It then follows from Corollary 3.1 that c/>~ (resp. C/>~) and ~; (resp.

~:n) are identical in law, 1 ~ n ~ N, 1 ~ m ~ M.

Note that the only difference between Nand N is that the number of servers and the num
ber of customers are interchanged (the direction of flow has no importance as the network is

symmetric). Therefore, we conclude that the distribution of c/> is symmetric in M and N. As a
consequence, the network throughput of a symmetric model-l network is also symmetric in M
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and N (cf. (2.10)). •
Remark: As mentioned in the introduction, the result of Theorem 4.1 is well-known for expo

nential service times (cf. Schassberger and Daduna [19]). In that case they even showed that
the cycle time distribution depends on Nand M only through the sum of them.

We show below that the station throughput of a symmetric closed tandem queueing network
is monotonically decreasing in its number of stations and number of customers under some
conditions.

Theorem 4.2 Let Ni(Ni,Mj) (resp. Ni(Nj,Md) be a symmetric model-i network with Ni

stations and Mi customers (resp. Ni stations and Mj customers), i = 1,2,3,4. Assume that for

each i = 1,2,3,4, the service times in Ni(Nj,Mi) and Jli(Ni,Mi) are equivalent in law. Iffor

i = 1,2,3,4, conditions (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) hold respectively,

NI ~ N}, MI ~M}, NI - N I ~ MI - M I ; (4.1)

N2 ~ N2 , M2 ~ M2 ; (4.2)

~ -- N3 - N3 ~ 2(M3 - M3),
N3 N3 (4.3)N3 ~ N3, M3 ~ M3, -<-'M3 - M3'

N4 ~ N4 , M4 ~ M4 , N4 - N4 ~ M4 - M4 ,
N4 N4 (4.4)-<-M4 - M4 '

i =1,2,3,4. (4.5)

Proof. The cases i = 1 and i = 2 are special cases of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 below, respectively.

For case i = 3, let N'(N3 - M3, M3) (resp. Jl'(N3 - M3,M3)) be a symmetric model-1

network with N3 - M3 stations and M3 customers (resp. N3 - M3 stations and M3 customers).
3 l73 ~ -- -:f> ~ ----The service times in N (N3,M3), N'(N3 - M3,M3), N (N3,M3) and JV'(N3 - M3,M3) are

equivalent in law. It then follows from Corollary 3.2 that

Under condition (4.3),
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Thus, applying (4.5) (for case i = 1) to networks N'(Na-Ma, Ma) and N'(Na-Ma,Ma) implies

that

It then follows that

<

Na =- Ma . e'(Na _ Ma,Ma)
Na

N3 ~aMa . fJ'(Na - Ma, Ma)

= fJa(Na, Ma),

where the last inequality comes from the fact that Na/ Ma $ Na/Ma according to (4.3).

The case i = 4 can be shown in an analogous way in using Corollary 3.3 and the relation

(4.5) (for case i = 2). The detailed proof is omitted. •

Remark: For model-1 and model-2 networks, the monotonicity properties are established
under more general statistical assumptions in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in the next section. An
application of the monotonicity properties of Theorem 4.2 will be presented later on in the
paper to show the nonzero asymptotic 'Station throughput when the number of stations and the
number of customers tend to infinity.

According to a result of Baccelli and Liu [6], we know that in model-1 networks, when the

service times have a PERT type distribution, the station throughput and the network throughput
are concave in the number of customers in the system. A distribution function is of PERT type if
it is a distribution function of the length of the critical path of a PERT graph where the weights
are random variables with exponential distributions. In particular, the class of PERT type
distributions includes the exponential and Erlang distributions. Note that a concavity property
holds for nonsymmetric model-1 networks with server-dependent service, i.e., the servers can
have different service time distributions.

We now use the equivalence property (Corollary 3.2) to show the following concavity prop
erty.

Theorem 4.3 Let N be a symmetric model-J network with N stations and M customers. Let
L = M + N be fixed. Assume that the service time distribution is of PERT type. Then, the
network throughput of N is concave in M and N. Furthermore, the network throughput is
maximized when 1M - NI $ 1.

Proof. Let N' be a symmetric model-3 network with M customers and L = N +M queues.

The service times in N' have the same distribution as those in N. It follows from Corollary 3.2
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that the networks Nand N' have the same network throughput: 0 = 0'.

Applying further the result of Baccelli and Liu [6] implies that 0' is concave in M, so is 0.
Moreover, 0 is concave in N = L - M.

Since 0 is symmetric in M and N = L - M according to Theorem 4.1, we obtain that 0 is

maximized when M = LL/2J or M = rL/21, where LxJ is the integer part of x, and rxl is the
smallest integer greater than or equal to x. In other words, M =N or M =N ± 1. •

Remark: For model-3 networks, the concavity and the maximization ofthe network throughput

were obtained in [11] for nonsymmetric server-dependent service.

4.2 Exact Analysis and Bounds of Throughput

We now consider the throughput of queueing networks with blocking. We first obtain the
following closed-form solution of the throughput in a symmetric closed tandem network with
single-server unit-capacity-buffer queues and exponential service times.

Theorem 4.4 Let N be a symmetric model-3 network with M customers and N single-server

unit-capacity-buffer queues, N > M. Assume that all the service times are i. i.d. with exponential

distribution of parameter J.l. Then the network throughput 0 and the station throughput 8 of N
are given by

0= 1/.. M(N - M)
,.. N-l '

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that

M(N - M)
8 = J.l' N(N _ 1) . (4.6)

GM(N - M -1)
o = M· GM(N _ M) , (4.7)

where GM(K) is the normalizing constant of the product-form solution of the model-l network

with M stations and K customers with exponential service of parameter J.l. Thus (d. (3.19)),

GM(K) = L
nl +"'+nM = Kj

nt,· ",nM ~ 0

-KJ.l • (4.8)

There are ( M~~ ; 1 ) terms in the right-hand side of the above equation. To see this, we

note that a vector (nl' .. " nM) corresponds to the binary chain

1 .. ·101···10···01···1--...-..- -.........-.... --...-..-
nl n2 nM
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with K ones and M - 1 zeros. The state vector (nl' ... , nM) is thus determined by the positions

of the zeros among K +M - 1 letters.

Thus, it follows from (4.7) that

(
N - 2) -N+M+l

GM(N - M - 1) M - 1 . J.t M(N - M)
0=M· =M· =J.t"

GM(N - M) ( N - 1 ) . J.t-N +M N - 1
M-1

•
Consider now the equivalence properties between model-2 (infinite server with resequenc

ing) and model-4 (blocking after service) networks. We assume here that these networks are

symmetric. In the literature, there is no analytical method for these networks, even under the
assumption of exponential service times. Various approximate solutions were proposed for the
model-4 networks, see [16] for a survey. According to the equivalence properties (Theorem 3.5

and Corollary 3.3), these approximate solutions are applicable to the model-2 networks.

Moreover, using these equivalence properties, the bounds obtained in one model can be
transmitted to another. The bounds in Theorem 3.6 illustrated such idea. We present here
some more examples.

Corollary 4.1 Let N be a symmetric model-4 network with M customers and N queues, N >
M. Assume all the service times are i. i. d. exponentially distributed with parameter J.t. Then,

{
MeN - M) M}

max J.t. N _ 1 ' J.t . "'~ 1. < 0 < M J.t.
L.".-l •

Proof. First, as a consequence of Theorem 3.6,

M <0<MJ.t . ",M 1 - J.t.
L."i=l "'

(4.9)

(4.10)

It was shown in [12] that the blocking-after-service mechanism yields a larger throughput
than the corresponding network with blocking-before-service mechanism. Thus, for the sym
metric model-4 network N with M customers, N queues and exponential service times, a lower
bound of the throughput can be obtained from the corresponding model-3 network using The
orem 4.4:

o > It. MeN - M).
-,. N-1

Combining (4.10) and (4.11) yields (4.9).
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Using the lower bound in (4.9)together with Corollary 3.3, we obtain

Corollary 4.2 Let N be a symmetric model-2 network with M customers and N queues. As

sume that all the service times are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with parameter J1,. Then,

{
M(N-M) M}e ~ max J1,' N _ 1 ' J1,' E¥ ~ .

1=1 1

4.3 Asymptotic Throughput

(4.12)

We now consider the asymptotic station throughputs of the closed tandem networks when the
number of stations and the number of customers tend to infinity. Our results rely on the
monotonicity properties of Theorem 4.2 and the large deviation bound established in Baccelli
and Konstantopoulos [3] (see also [4, pp. 394-404]).

Let (J be a random variable. Assume that the moment generating function of (J exists for
some Zo > 0,

Vz 5 zoo (4.13)

Let H(x) be the Cramer-Legendre transform for the distribution function of (J,

H(x) ~f inf (log(h(z)) - zx).
zER

Let

i ~f inf{x I x> E[(J), H(x) +log(2) < O}

(4.14)

(4.15)

Lemma 4.1 For i = 1,2,3,4, let Ni(Ni, Mi) be a symmetric model-i network whose service

times have the same law as the random variable (J. If Ni = Mi for i = 1,2, and Ni = 2Mi for

i = 3,4, then the station throughput of Ni(Ni,Mi) is bounded below by If;:

i = 1,2,3,4. (4.16)

Proof. It has been shown in [11) that in a strongly connected marked graph, two reachable

initial markings yield the same throughput. Thus, the throughputs of the networks Ni(Nj, Md,

i = 1,2,3,4, are independent of the initial queue lengths. We can therefore assume, without

loss of generality, that in Nl(Nll M1 ), at time zero, there is one and only one customer in each
station.

As is illustrated in Appendix A (Figure 6), the model-l networks can be represented by a

subclass of stochastic Petri nets. Note that for sake of simplicity we assume that any transition
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has no simultaneous firing. This corresponds to the Petri nets with "recycled" transitions.
Therefore, the out-degree of a Petri net representing the model-1 network is 2 (including the

one exit arc for the "recycling place").

By applying now the large deviation bound of [3], we obtain that

fP(N'1(MI, Mt}) ~ !:..
i

As a consequence ofthe equivalence property between model-1 and model-3 networks (cr. Corol

lary 3.2), we get that

As we mentioned in the previous subsection, a model-2 (resp. model-4) network has larger

throughput than the model-1 (resp. model-3) network with the same number of stations and
the same number of customers. Therefore,

> e1 (N'1(M2 , M 2 )) ~ !:.,
i

> e3(N'3(2M4 , M4» ~ .!..
i

•
We are now in a position to establish the following existence property of asymptotic through

put.

Theorem 4.5 For i = 1,2,3,4, let N'i(Ni, Mi) be a symmetric model-i network whose service

times have the same law as the random variable u. Let q ~ 1 be a positive integer constant. If

Mi = M, Ni = qM for i = 1,2, and Ni = (q +1)M for i = 3,4, then the asymptotic station

throughput of N'i(Ni, Mi) when M goes to infinity exists, denoted by ei(q), and is bounded below

by 1/(qi):

i = 1,2,3,4.ei(q) = lim ei(N'i(Ni, Mi)) ~ ..!..,
M-+oo qi

If, further, the random variable u has a PERT type distribution, then

(4.17)

i = 1,2,3,4. (4.18)

Proof. Owing to Theorem 4.2, we have

ei(N'i(q(M +1), M +1» < ei(N'i(qM, M)), i = 1,2, M ~ 1,

ei(N'i((q +1)(M +1), M +1» < ei(N'i((q +1)M, M», i = 3,4, M ~ 1.
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These monotonicities imply the existence of the asymptotic throughputs

Oi(q) =

(ji(q) =

lim ei(Ni(qM, M)), i = 1,2,
M-.oo

lim ei(Ni«q+ I)M,M)), i = 3,4.
M-.oo

(4.19)

(4.20)

According to Lemma 4.1, e1(}fl(M, M» ~ Ih, so that 01(1) ~ Ih.

For general q ~ 1, consider the network Nl{qM, M). Assume that the stations are labeled in
a cyclic order so that the topology of the network is (I -+ 2 -+ ••• -+ qM). Since the throughput
is independent of the initial queue lengths, we can assume without loss of generality that at time
zero, the customers are equally distributed in the sense that stations M, 2M"", qM have one
customer each, and the others have no customer. Let r = 0'1 + ... + O'q, where 0'1,' • " O'q are
independent versions of random variable 0'. Let

hq(z) def E(eZT ) = (E(eZU»q = {h(z))q, (4.21)

def ( )Hq(x) = inf (log(hq(z)) - zx) = inf (qlog(h(z)) - zx) = qH(x/q), 4.22
zER zER

"/q def inf{x I x> E[r], Hq(x) + log(2) < O}. (4.23)

A simple calculation yields

n = inf{qx I x > E[O'], H(x) + log(2) < O}

= inf{y I y > qE[O'], H(y/q) + log(2) < O}

= inf{y I y > E[r], qH(y/q) +qlog(2) < O}

~ inf{y I y> E[r], qH(y/q) + log(2) < O}

= /q'

Using again the result of [3] implies that

Therefore,

(4.24)

> e1(N1(qM, M)) ~ ..!.- ~ -.!..,
/q q,,/

= e1(N1(qM, M» ~ ..!.- ~ -.!..,
/q q/

> e3(N3«q+ I)M,M» ~ ~ ~ 2-.
/q q,,/
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Equations (4.24)-(4.27), together with (4.19) and (4.20), readily imply relation (4.17).

If (j has a PERT type distribution, then, according to the concavity property of Theorem 4.3,
we obtain that

Relation (4.18) now follows as an immediate consequence.

(4.28)

•

Corollary 4.3 For i = 1,2,3,4, let Ni(Ni,Mi) be a symmetric model-i network whose service

times have the same law as the random variable (j. Let q be a positive integer constant such that
q ~ 2. Then

lim
Ni ---. 00, Mi ---. 00

qMi :s; Ni < (q + l)Mi

i = 1,2, (4.29)

lim
Ni ---. 00, Mi ---. 00

(q + l)Mi :s; Ni < (q + 2)Mi

i = 3,4. (4.30)

If, further, the random variable (j has'll. PERT type distribution, then

lim
Ni ---. 00, Mi ---. 00

qMi:S; Ni < (q + l)Mi

. . 2 1
(}'(N'(N' M')) > -.-

" , -q+l "
i = 1,2, (4.31 )

lim
Ni ---. 00, Mi ---. 00

(q + l)Mi :s; Ni < (q + 2)Mi

. . 2 1
(}'(N'(N' M·)) > - . -

" t -q+l "
i = 3,4. (4.32)

Proof. We only consider the case i = 1, Le. the model-l network .Nl(Nt, Ml ). The case i =2
is analogous and is omitted. The cases i = 3 and i = 4 are consequences of the cases 1 and 2,
respectively, in view of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3.

Owing to Theorem 4.2, we have that for all M l ~ 1 and qMl :s; N l < (q +1)Mt,

Using Theorem 4.5 and taking the limit when M l and N l go to infinity in the above inequalities
imply that
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~ lim 01(N1(NI, M 1 ))

N 1 - 00, M 1 - 00

qM1 ~ N1 < (q + 1)M1

~ lim OI(N1(qMI,Mt})
M1-+oo

= el(q),

so that

lim 01(N1(NI, Mt}) = 81(q).
N 1 - 00, M 1 - 00

qM1 ~ N1 < (q +1)M1

Thus, relation (4.31) holds for i = 1. The proof is thus completed. •

5 Concluding Remarks, Extensions and Further Applications

In this paper, we have obtained duality and equivalence properties in closed tandem queueing

networks. We have presented the customer/server duality and have shown the equivalence
between customer-dependent and server-dependent services in model-1 networks. We have also
shown the equivalence between model-1 and model-3 networks, and the equivalence between
model-2 and model-4 networks.

These equivalence results hold in fact for nonzero initial workload, i.e., the customers and the
servers have some work to finish at time zero before starting a complete service. Indeed, in such

a case, O'~,l (resp. O'~,l) can be considered as the remaining work of server n (resp. customer

m) at time zero. Thus, Theorems 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5 are still valid. Since the throughput and the

stationary cycle time do not depend on the initial workload in general (see [5]), Corollaries 3.1,
3.2 and 3.3 remain true.

The customer/server duality presented in this paper is in certain sense related to the cus

tomer/hole duality introduced by Gordon and Newell [14]. It was shown by Dallery, Liu and

Towsley [11] that an assembly/disassembly network with finite buffers and blocking before ser

vice (which is more general than the model-3 networks) is equivalent to its customer/hole dual

where the roles of customers and holes (i.e. unoccupied space in the buffers) are interchanged

and the flows are reversed. Using this result together with the equivalence between model
1 and model-3 networks established in this paper, we can show the customer/server duality
for symmetric model-1 networks. In order to see this, we consider the network throughput

0 1(N, M) of a symmetric model-1 network NI(N, M) and the network throughput E)1(M, N)

of its customer/server dual NI(M, N). According to Corollary 3.2, 0 1(N, M) = 0 3(N +M, M).

Applying the customer/hole duality to the symmetric model-3 network N3(N +M, M) implies

0 3(N + M, M) = 0 3(N + M, N), where we note that the number of holes in N3(N +M, M)
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is N. Using again Corollary 3.2 we get 0 3 (N +M,N) = EP(M,N). Figure 5 illustrates these
relations.

Model 11 Model 3[
equivalence IModel 11 Model 3

equivalence

Figure 5: Relations between customer/server duality and customer/hole duality.

Some of the results obtained in Section 4 can be generalized using the notion of stochastic

ordering (in particular the increasing convex ordering $icx, see the definition below) and the

stochastic comparison results obtained in [6].

A random vector X E mn is said to be smaller than a random vector Y E mn in the sense
of increasing convex ordering, denoted by X $icx Y, if for all increasing and convex functions
f : mn - m, E[f(X)] $ E[f(Y)], provided the expectations exist. A sequence of random

variables {Xk}~l is smaller than the sequence of random variables {yk}~l in the sense of

increasing convex ordering, denoted by {Xk}~l $icx {Yk}~l' if for all n ~ 1, {Xk}k=l ::;icx

{Yk}k=l'

For example, it is readily shown that a random variable which, with probability P, is a

constant 1/J.l, and with probability 1 - p, is an exponentially distributed with parameter J.l, is
smaller, in the sense of increasing convex ordering, than the random variable with exponential
distribution of parameter J.l.

Thus, an application of Theorem 3.4 and the monotonicity property with respect to timing
established in [6] implies

Corollary 5.1 LetN be a model-3 network with M customers and N single-server unit-capacity

buffer queues, N > M. Assume that the service times are mutually independent, and that the

service times of customer i are i. i. d. with mean 1/J.li, 1 ::; i ::; M. Customer i has constant

service time 1/J.li with probability Pi and exponential service time of parameter J.li with probability

1 - Pi, 0 ::; Pi ::; 1, 1 ::; i ::; M. Then the network throughput 0 of N is bounded below by

(5.1)
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where GM(K) is determined by (3.19).

Concerning the asymptotic throughput, one easily observes, in view of the monotonicity
property with respect to timing established in [6], that Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 remain
valid if the service times are smaller than q in the sense of increasing convex ordering. Moreover,
owing to the following monotonicity properties (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2) of station throughput
with respect to number of stations and number of customers in model-1 and model-2 networks,
the results of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 can be extended to asymmetric model-1 and model-2
networks (see Corollary 5.2 below).

In general, the network throughput and the station throughput of model-1 networks are
monotonically increasing in its number of customers according to the monotonicity property with
respect to initial markings obtained in [6]. However, the network throughput and the station

throughput of a closed tandem queueing network (of one of the four models) are usually not
monotone with respect to the number of stations. We prove in Appendix B that the following
monotonicity of the station throughput in model-1 networks holds with respect to both the
number of stations and the number of customers.

Theorem 5.1 LetN(N,M) (resp. N(N,M») be a model-l network with N stations and M

customers (resp. N stations and M customers) and server-dependent service {q~.k' 1 ~ n ~

N}k;l (resp. {o-~,k' 1 ~ n ~ N}k;l)' Assume that

N ~ N, M~M, N-N ~M-M.

Assume further that the sequences {q~,k}k;l' 1 ~ n ~ N, {resp. {o-~,k}k;l' 1 ~ n ~ N,) are

mutually independent, and that for all N < n ~ N, the upstream station of n, denoted n',
1 ~ n' ~ N, is such that

Then the station throughput of N( N, M) is smaller than that of N( N, M):

8(N,M) ~ O(N,M).

Note that the above monotonicity property is different from the monotonicity property with

respect to topology [6]. Indeed, for two model-! networks, one with more customers and more
stations than the other, the corresponding marked graph of the former cannot, in general, be
obtained by adding transitions and tokens in the corresponding marked graph of the latter.
Thus, the result of [6] does not apply. Nevertheless, according to the representation of model-2
networks by stochastic marked graphs described in Appendix A, such a result does apply to
model-2 networks, so that we can prove (see Appendix B) that in model-2 networks, the station
throughput is monotonically decreasing in the number of stations and the number of customers.
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Theorem 5.2 Let N( N, M) (resp. N(N, M») be a model-2 network with N stations and M

customers (resp. N stations and M customers). Let {O"m,n,k, 1 ~ m ~ M, 1 ~ n ~ N}k::l

(resp. {O'm,n,k, 1 ~ m ~ M, 1 ~ n ~ N}k::l) be the sequence of service times of customer m at

station n. Assume that N ~ Nand M ~ M. Assume further that

{O"m,n,k, 1 ~ m ~ M, 1 ~ n ~ N}k::l ~icx {O'm,n,k, 1 ~ m ~ M, 1 ~ n ~ N}~l.

Then the station throughput of N(N,M) is smaller than that of N(N,M):

8(N, M) ~ O(N, M).

As a consequence, in model-l and model-2 networks with server-dependent services, if the
service times are increasing in the sense of increasing convex ordering, then the station through
put decreases when the number of stations and the number of customers increase. Hence, the
results of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 can be extended to asymmetric model-l and model-2
networks.

Corollary 5.2 For i = 1,2, let }/'(N" M,) be an asymmetric model-i network with server

dependent service times {O"~'L 1 ~ n ~ N'}k::l' Assume that the topology of the network is
I

(1 -+ 2 -+ '" -+ N, -+ 1). Assume also that the sequences of service times of the servers

{O"~:~}~l are mutually independent, and that each of which consists of i. i. d. random variables.

If for all n ~ 1 and i = 1,2,
S,t < S,t <O"n,l _icx O"n+l,l _icx 0",

then

and for any positive integer constant such that q ~ 2,

i = 1,2, (5.2)

lim
N -+ 00, M -+ 00

qM ~ N < (q + I)M

i = 1,2, (5.3)

where 0" and 1 satisfy (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15). If, further, the random variable 0" has a PERT
type distribution, then

-' 2 1Ol(q) > _._
-q+l l'

i = 1,2. (5.4)

For general closed tandem networks with buffers of arbitrary sizes, due to the monotonicity

property with respect to initial markings and to timing [6], the throughput decreases when the

buffer sizes decreases and/or when the service times increases in the sense of ~icx ordering.
Therefore, Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.3 imply
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Corollary 5.3 Let N(N, M) be an arbitrary closed tandem queueing network with N single

server finite-capacity queues and M customers, and server-dependent service times {O'~.k' 1 ~

n ~ N}h:l' The sizes of the buffers are arbitrary, and the blocking mechanism of any server can

be either blocking before service or blocking after service. Assume that the sequences of service

times of the servers {O'~.k}h:l are mutually independent, and that each of which consists ofi.i.d.

random variables. If for all n ~ 1, 0'~,1 ~icx 0', then

liminf 8(N(2M, M)) ~ .!.,
M ....oo ,

and for any positive integer constant such that q ~ 2,

(5.5)

lim inf
N -+ 00, M -+ 00

(q+ 1)M ~ N < (q+2)M

8(N(N, M)) ~ .-!-.q, (5.6)

If, further, the random variable 0' has a PERT type distribution, then

liminf
N -+ 00, M -+ 00

(q+ 1)M ~ N < (q+2)M

2 1
8(N(N, M)) ~ q + 1 ';y' (5.7)

In a similar way, we can prove the existence of nonzero asymptotic station throughput for

open tandem queueing networks with blocking. Let N(N) be a tandem network consisting of N

single-server queues with blocking. The first queue has an infinite-capacity buffer with infinite
supply of customers so that the server is never starved. The last queue has an infinite-capacity
downstream buffer so that the server is never blocked. The intermediate buffers have buffers
with possibly finite size. The blocking mechanism of a server, when it has a finite-capacity
downstream buffer, is either blocking before service or blocking after service. According to
the monotonicity property with respect to topology [6], the throughput decreases when a new

single-server queue (with finite or infinite buffer) is added at the end of the tandem network N,
the station throughput decreases. Therefore, asymptotic station throughput of such an open

tandem queueing network N(N) exists. Moreover, since for any given N, the throughput does
not depend on the initial queue lengths of the queues, we can assume that there is one customer

at each station initially. Therefore, using the large deviation bound of [3] implies that the station

throughput is greater than 1/1 when the service times are smaller than 0' in the sense of ~icx'

Hence,

Corollary 5.4 Let N(N) be a tandem network consisting of N single-server queues with block

ing. The first queue has an infinite-capacity buffer with infinite supply of customers and the last

queue has infinite-capacity downstream buffer. The blocking mechanism of a server, when it has
a finite-capacity downstream buffer, is either blocking before service or blocking after .service.
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Assume that the sequences of service times of the servers {O'~.d~l are mutually independent,

and that each of which consists of i.i.d. random variables. If for all n ~ 1, O'~.l ~icx 0', then

B(N) = lim ()(N(N)) ~ .!..
N-+oo i

(5.8)

The above result proves a conjecture presented in [10] claiming that the throughput of a
transfer line decreases to a nonzero value when the number of machines increases.

Note that in these asymptotic analyses of (station) throughput, we require that service times

are bounded in ~icx sense by a random variable for which the moment generating function (4.13)
exists for some Zo > O. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the moment
generating function of 0' is that the tail distribution of 0' is bounded by an exponential:

3JL > 0, 3xo > 0, 'r/x > Xo : (5.9)

As we saw in the previous sections, for a symmetric model-1 network N(N, M) with N sta
tions and M customers, and with exponential service times of parameter JL, its station through

put ()1(N, M) is expressed as

where GN(/() was defined in (4.8). Hence,

(
N + M - 2) -M+l

N-1 JL M
- JL'

(
N +M - 1) -M - N +M - 1.

N-1 JL

(5.10)

When N = M, ()l (N, N) ~ JL/2. Therefore, when 0' is smaller than an exponenetial random

variable of parameter JL in ~icx sense, we obtain another lower bound for the asymptotic station
throughput: For any positive integer q ~ 1,
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A Modeling Closed Tandem Queueing Networks by Stochastic
Strongly Connected Marked Graphs

In this appendix, we illustrate how the queueing networks analyzed in this paper can be rep
resented by stochastic marked graphs (which form a subset of stochastic Petri nets). Roughly
speaking, a marked graph is a bipartite graph with a set of transitions and a set of places.
The in-degree (resp. out-degree) of any place is at most one. The evolution of the graph is

characterized by the circulation of tokens, which stay in places, and are consumed and produced
by transitions. A transition is enabled to fire when there is at least one token in each of its
upstream places. The firing consumes one token of each of these places and produces, after some
firing time, one token into each of its downstream places. At any time, at most one firing is
permitted at each transition.

The marked graph in Figure 6 represents the queueing network of Figure 1, where the
transitions represent the servers, the places the buffers and the tokens the customers.

transition

legend: 0 place

• token

Figure 6: Stochastic marked graph corresponding to the model-1 network of Figure 1.

The marked graph in Figure 7 represents the queueing network of Figure 2, where the "thick
bar" transitions represent the servers, and the "thin-bar" transitions represent the departures
and have zero firing time. Transition with label ij represents the server in station i dedicated
to customer j, 1 ~ i ~ 3, 1 ~ j ~ 4.

The marked graph in Figure 8 represents the model-3 queueing network of Figure 3, where
the transitions represent the servers, the places as well as the tokens in the middle row represent
the waiting buffers and the customers, and the other places as well as the tokens represent the
availability of the downstream waiting buffers.

The marked graph in Figure 9 represents the model-4 queueing network of Figure 3, where
the "thick-bar" transitions represent the servers, and the "thin-bar" transitions represent the
departures and have zero firing time. The places as well as the tokens in the middle row represent
the waiting buffers and the customers, whereas the other places and the tokens represent the
availability of the servers and the downstream waiting buffers.
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Figure 7: Stochastic marked graph corresponding to the model-2 network of Figure 2.

Figure 8: Stochastic marked graph corresponding to the model-3 network of Figure 3.

Figure 9: Stochastic marked graph corresponding to the model-4 network of Figure 3.
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B Monotonicity of Throughput in Number of Stations and
Customers

The proofs of the monotonicity results are based on Strassen's Theorem [20] concerning increas

ing convex ordering, on the monotonicity results of stochastic marked graphs [6], and on the
above correspondence between closed tandem queueing networks and stochastic marked graphs.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.

Observe first that when a station with zero initial queue length is added in N(N, M), then
the station throughput decreases, i.e.,

Such a relation is implied by the property of throughput monotonicity with respect to topology
established in [6] for stochastic marked graphs. Indeed, the stochastic marked graph corre

sponding to N(N + 1, M) can be obtained by adding transitions and places to the stochastic

marked graph corresponding to N(N, M). For example, Figure 10 contains a model-l network

obtained by inserting a station in between the two left most stations in Figure 1. By adding one
transition and two places (Figure ll-(a)) in the marked graph (Figure 6) corresponding to the

network of Figure 1, and by further removing a redundant place of the resulting marked graph
(Figure ll-(a)), we obtain the marked graph (Figure ll-(b)) corresponding to the network of
Figure 10.

Therefore, in what follows, we will only consider the case that N- N =M- M. Moreover,

we will only consider the case that N- N = M- M = 1, as the general case can be completed
by a simple induction. Without loss of generality, we assume that the topology of N(N, M) is

(1 - 2 - ... - N - 1), and that of N(N + 1, M +1) is (1 - 2 - ... - N + 1 - 1). Thus,
the assumption of the theorem indicates that

Owing to the property of throughput monotonicity with respect to timing [6] in stochastic

marked graphs, we can further assume, without loss of generality, that the service times of

stations i in the two networks N(N, M) and N(N +1, M +1) have the same law for i = 1" . " N.
Under the mutual independence assumption of the service times, we know that there exists a
probability space such that

a.s. (B.l)

component-wise. Moreover, according to Strassen's Theorem [20] on increasing convex ordering,
we obtain that
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Figure 10: The model-l network with one more station than that of Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Stochastic marked graphs corresponding to the model-l network of Figure 10. (a)

Marked graph obtained by adding transitions and places to that of Figure 6. (b) Equivalent

marked graph obtained by removing redundant places.

Let Cn,k (resp. Cn,k) be the k-th service completion time of server n in N (resp. N). Let In

(resp. in) be the initial queue length of station n in N (resp. N). As we mentioned previously,

the throughput of N(N, M) and N(N +1, M +1) are independent of the initial queue lengths,

we can assume without loss of generality that

and

It is easily verified that the following recursive equations hold:

Cn,k = max(Cn,k-ll Cn- l ,k-In ) + lTn,k,

Cn,k = max(Cn ,k-ll Cn- l ,k-i) + frn,k,

1 ~ n ~ N, k 2:: 1,

1 ~ n ~ N +1, k 2:: 1,

(B.3)

(BA)

where, by convention, Ca,k == CN,k, Ca,k == CN+I,k, and if k ~ 0, then Cn,k =0 and Cn,k =O.

Let Xn,k, 1 ~ n ~ N +1, k 2:: 1, be the variables defined by the recursive equation

1 ~ n ~ N +1, k 2:: 1, (B.5)

where, by convention, lTN+I,k == lTN,k, IN+l == iN = 1, Xa,k == XN+I,k, and if k < 0, then

Xn,k = O.
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It is readily shown by induction that

1 ~ n ~ N, k ~ 1. (B.6)

Therefore, applying Jensen's inequality on conditional expectations in (B.4) implies

l~n~N+l, k~l, (B.7)

where U ~ {(7~,k' 1 ~ n ~ N}~1' Replacing (B.l) and (B.2) in (B.7) yields

1 ~ n ~ N +1, k ~ 1, (B.8)

By a simple induction proof using relations (B.5), (B.6) and (B.8), we can show that

1 ~ n ~ N, k ~ 1. (B.9)

Unconditioning with respect to U implies that

1 ~ n ~ N, k ~ 1. (B.lO)

Hence,

O(N + I,M +1) = lim ~ ~ lim E[~ ] =8(N,M).
k-oo E[C1,k] k-oo 1,k

The proof is thus completed. •
Note that by Jensen's inequality, relation (B.9) implies the following increasing convex or

dering

(B.ll)
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Proof of Theorem 5.2.

We first show that insertion of stations and customers in a model-2 network results in addi
tions of transitions and places in the corresponding marked graph. Indeed, insertion of a station
results in an addition of a column of (two at each row) transitions and (two at each row) places.

Insertion of a customer results in an addition of a row of (two at each column) transitions and

(two at each column) places.

Such a fact is illustrated in Figure 13 which corresponds to the model-2 network of Figure 12.
In the network of Figure 12, a new station with initially one customer is inserted on the right
most of the stations of the network of Figure 2. In order to model this new station, we insert
a column of "thick-bar" and "thin-bar" transitions as well as the places for connections in the
marked graph of Figure 7 corresponding to the model-2 network of Figure 2. The two transitions
and two places of each row in this new column represent the servers of the new station dedicated
to existing customers. Recall that the "thick-bar" transitions represent the services, and the
"thin-bar" transitions represent the departures and have zero firing time. In order to model the
new customer, we insert a row of "thick-bar" and "thin-bar" transitions as well as the places for
the connections. The two transitions and two places of each column in this new row represent
the servers of each station dedicated to this new customer. Figure 13-(a) illustrates the resulting

marked graph. Now, by removing the redundant places of this marked graph, we obtain the

marked graph (Figure 13) corresponding to the network of Figure 12.

Figure 12: The model-2 network with one more station and one more customer than that of
Figure 2.

The assertion of Theorem 5.2 becomes now a consequence of the properties of throughput

monotonicity with respect to topology and with respect to timing established in [6] for stochastic
marked graphs. •
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Stochastic marked graph corresponding to the model-2 network of Figure 12. (a)

Marked graph obtained by adding transitions and places to that of Figure 7. (b) Equivalent

marked graph obtained by removing redundant places in (a).
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